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Genres of theater plays - Quiz 

 

Date: _____________ 
 

Choose the correct answer. 

1. The characters do silly things. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

2. The main characters fall in love. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

3. It makes people get scared. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

4. It takes place in a haunted house. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

5. It has a happy and funny ending. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

6. There are monsters in the play. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

7. It features a beautiful woman or a handsome man. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

8. It makes people laugh.  

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

9. The hero kills fictional and spooky characters.  

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 

10. It includes feelings of terror. 

     a)  Comedy  b) Horror  c) Romance 
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